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We present an improved and general approach for implementing echo train acquisition (ETA) in
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, particularly where the conventional approach of Carr-Purcell-
Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) acquisition would produce numerous artifacts. Generally, adding ETA to
any N-dimensional experiment creates an N + 1 dimensional experiment, with an additional dimen-
sion associated with the echo count, n, or an evolution time that is an integer multiple of the spac-
ing between echo maxima. Here we present a d approach, called phase incremented echo
train acquisition (PIETA), where the phase of the mixing pulse and every other refocusing pulse,
φP, is incremented as a single variable, creating an additional phase dimension in what becomes an
N + 2 dimensional experiment. A Fourier transform with respect to the PIETA phase, φP, converts
the φP dimension into a p dimension where desired signals can be easily separated from unde-
sired coherence transfer pathway signals, thereby avoiding cumbersome or intractable phase cycling
schemes where the receiver phase must follow a master equation. This simple n eliminates
numerous artifacts present in NMR experiments employing CPMG acquisition and allows “single-
scan” measurements of transverse relaxation and J-couplings. Additionally, unlike CPMG, we show
how PIETA can be appended to experiments with phase modulated signals after the mixing pulse.
© 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4728105]

Echo train acquisition (ETA) is a powerful approach in
magnetic resonance, forming the basis of a number of di-
verse and advanced magnetic techniques such as echo pla-
nar imaging1 in MRI, diffusion and transverse relaxation
measurements,2–6 ultra-fast multi-dimensional liquid state
NMR,7 and sensitivity enhancement in solid-state NMR.8
The primary s of ETA are reduced experiment time,
enhanced sensitivity, and the ability to separate frequency
contributions that are refocused during the echo train pulse
sequence from those that are not. Here we present an im-
proved method, called phase incremented echo train ac-
quisition (PIETA), for adding ETA to a number of NMR
experiments where the standard approach of Carr-Purcell-
Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) acquisition would produce numerous
artifacts.

In CPMG acquisition, shown in Fig. 1(a), a train of rf
pulses produces a train of echo signals arising from the re-
focusing of frequency contributions with odd symmetry in
their spin transition function.9 Frequency contributions lack-
ing odd symmetry result in a modulation or decay of the
echo train signal. In principle, the echo amplitude modula-
tions in liquid-state CPMG experiments could be used to mea-
sure unfocused J-coupling frequency contributions when the
size of the couplings is smaller than the linewidth from mag-
netic d inhomogeneities.10 Additionally, the echo ampli-
tude decays in CPMG could be related to transverse relaxation
rates independent of molecular diffusion rates.2, 3 It is well

a)URL: http://www.grandinetti.org.

known,4, 5, 11–14 however, that CPMG acquisition can often fail
to produce desired results because non-ideal rf pulses intro-
duce contaminating signals from undesired coherence transfer
pathways.

Ideally, each echo observed in a CPMG experiment is the
result of a coherence transfer from p = + 1 − 1 by a sin-
gle rf pulse. If the rf pulse creating the transfer is a perfect π
rotation of the magnetization, then the ef cy of this trans-
fer is 100%. Unfortunately, resonance offset effects, as well
as rf d inhomogeneities, lead to inef t transfers. Thus,
coherences may “leak” into undesired pathways, i.e., p = + 1

0 and p = + 1 + 1. In ETA even the smallest inef
cies lead to t signal loss since the intensity of the
echo after n transfers is reduced by the transfer ef cy to
the nth power. While these intensity losses are real, they are
generally unobservable because they are “buried” under un-
desired echo signals coming from various stimulated echoes,
that is, the undesired pathways. This effect leads to multi-
exponential CPMG echo decays in situations where perfect
π pulses would yield only a single exponential.4 Additionally,
any attempts to measure J-couplings from the modulation of
the CPMG echo train amplitude become intractable because
of signal contamination from undesired pathways.

Clearly, a challenge in using ETA acquisition is in obtain-
ing perfect refocusing and eliminating undesired signal path-
ways. In CPMG, one can strive for perfect π pulses through
higher rf powers and restricting the sample to the most homo-
geneous part of the rf transmitter coil, but these approaches
have drawbacks. For example, smaller rf coils can provide a
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FIG. 1. (a) The original CPMG acquisition sequence.3 (b) The PIETA se-
quence that replaces the CPMG sequence in (a). (C) CPMG acquisition ap-
pended to a sequence with a phase modulated coherence of order pin prior
to being converted into observable coherence of p = − 1. With CPMG acqui-
sition, the input coherence must pass through a p = 0 level (z ) and be
converted into amplitude modulated signal before acquisition. (D) PIETA is
appended to a sequence with a phase modulated coherence of order pin prior
to mixing down for acquisition. Because PIETA does not have the z
requirement, it can separate degenerate pathways where CPMG acquisition
cannot, and additionally gains a improvement in sensitivity over CPMG
acquisition.

higher rf d strength but at the price of smaller sample vol-
ume which, coupled with sample restriction, can be severely
limiting for sensitivity. While perfect refocusing pulses in
CPMG are the panacea to the problems described above, a

t subset of these problems can be solved by simply
eliminating the undesired coherence transfer pathways. The
most obvious solution, proposed decades ago by Bain15 and
Bodenhausen et al.,16 would be to cycle the pulse and receiver
phases during signal coaddition according to a master equa-
tion to eliminate the undesired coherence transfer pathways.
This approach, however, cannot be easily applied to CPMG
acquisition because the phase cycle for n refocusing pulses
is, at minimum, on the order of 2n steps. Thus, no pulse se-
quence using CPMG acquisition, even with “cogwheel” phase
cycling,17 has been published that eliminates these artifacts.
Since every observed echo can have contributions from mul-
tiple pathways, the challenge is to d a master equation for
the receiver phase as a function of echo count that dealiases
(unfolds) all desired pathway signals away from undesired
pathway signals.

Here we present a simple solution, based on the seminal
work of Drobny et al.,18 which exploits the signal as a func-
tion of φP, the pulse phase, being the Fourier conjugate of the
signal as a function of p, the coherence order change during
the pulse.19 Generally, in ETA, an N-dimensional experiment
becomes an N + 1 dimensional experiment, with an additional
dimension associated with the echo count, n, or an evolution
time that is an integer multiple of the spacing between echo
maxima. In PIETA, the mixing pulse and every other refocus-
ing pulse are incremented by a phase, P, creating an N + 2
dimensional experiment with the additional phase dimension.
A Fourier transform with respect to the PIETA phase, φP,
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FIG. 2. Experimental 2D PIETA cross sections taken through the time origin.
(a) A magic-angle spinning (MAS)-PIETA cross section of RbNO3 using the
sequence in Fig. 1(b), where the π pulse width has been calibrated and no
undesired pathway signals are observed. The p range from − 16 to + 16
was obtained using P = 2π /32. The cross section in (b) was obtained
with the same sequence and sample as (a) except the refocusing pulse was
intentionally mis-set to π /2 to illustrate the presence of undesired pathway
signals. (c) Experimental 2D cross section taken through the echo maximum
at t1 = 0 and t2 = 0 in a 4D Multiple-quantum MAS (MQMAS)-PIETA
spectrum of RbNO3 using P = 2π /32.

converts the φP dimension into a p dimension. The simplest
application of PIETA, shown in Fig. 1(b), is after a π /2 exci-
tation pulse, which leads to a 3D signal, S(t, n, p). Shown in
Fig. 2(a) is the experimental 2D cross section at t = 0 for such
a signal in the case of the 87Rb MAS NMR signal of poly-
crystalline RbNO3. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), the PIETA
cross section with the p and n dimensions contains a “V”
pattern of intensity from the desired pathways. The signals
in the “squares” belonging to the desired pathways are ex-
tracted into a 2D signal as a function of t and n. If there is no
frequency modulation along the n dimension, then one might
further reduce the signal in a weighted average to maximize
sensitivity20 into a 1D signal as a function of t. In Fig. 2(b),
the refocusing pulse was intentionally mis-set to π /2 to make
more prominent the undesired pathway signals, which appear
inside the pattern of the desired pathway signals. The unde-
sired pathway signals arise from stimulated echoes, and decay
at a slower rate than the desired pathway signal.

Another important advantage of PIETA is that it can be
appended to experiments with a phase modulated signal after
the mixing pulse, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d). This is in contrast
to appended CPMG acquisition, shown in Fig. 1(c), which
requires any phase modulated coherence of order pin to be
converted into amplitude modulation via a z r before con-
version into observable coherence of p = − 1. Since PIETA
avoids the need for a z r it gives a improvement in
sensitivity over CPMG acquisition and can also separate de-
generate pathways that CPMG acquisition cannot.

While this use of a concerted phase increment is similar
to “cogwheel,” the PIETA approach does not require a de-
tailed analysis of the undesired pathways and the derivation
of a master equation for the receiver phase. In fact, a PIETA
spectrum can illustrate why no single master equation in con-
ventional or “cogwheel” phase cycling will work for some
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experiments. This is seen when combining PIETA with the
2D MQ-MAS experiment.21 Shown in Fig. 2(c) is the PIETA
cross section for the two pulse MQ-MAS experiment22 com-
bined with PIETA. In this experiment the phase modulated
input coherence before mixing is pin = ! 3. The acquisition
of both pathway and anti-pathway signals for hypercomplex
acquisition in t1 results in a doubled PIETA pattern. While re-
ducing this 4D signal of S(t1, t2, n, p) down to the 2D signal,
S(t1, t2), is straightforward, it is not immediately clear how
one can derive a receiver master equation for coaddition of
signals that can be implemented on existing commercial spec-
trometer hardware using available phase cycling schemes.

Finally, PIETA can reduce errors in measuring transverse
relaxation rates and J-couplings. Additionally, it can pro-
vide this information in a “pseudo-single-scan” experiment.
“Single-scan” in the sense that the entire multi-dimensional
time domain signal is acquired in a single acquisition, and
“pseudo” because the separate “single-scan” signals must also
be acquired along an excitation phase dimension. Sampling
in the excitation phase dimension, however, need not increase
the total experiment time since it is performed in lieu of con-
ventional phase cycling and signal averaging.

This approach is illustrated with the 2D J PIETA 1H spec-
trum for ethylbenzene in Fig. 3(a) and its 1D cross sections in
Fig. 3(b). The multiplet structures and intensities are as ex-
pected and in good agreement with the simulated 2D cross
sections for ethylbenzene shown in Fig. 3(d). In contrast, the
1D cross sections obtained from a 2D J CPMG 1H spec-
trum, shown in Fig. 3(c), exhibit sharp zero frequency arti-
facts. Even in the presence of pulse imperfections, the echo
decays measured with PIETA exhibit a mono-exponential de-
cay while CPMG echoes exhibit a multi-exponential decay.11
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FIG. 3. (a) The 2D 1H J spectrum of 10% ethylbenzene dissolved in CDCl3
using PIETA using P = 2! /128. Comparison of 2D cross sections from
(b) 2D J PIETA and (c) 2D J CPMG. In both the CPMG and PIETA cross
sections there are small intensity sinc function artifacts related to the trun-
cation of signal inside the constant time acquisition between the ! pulses.
The simulated 2D cross sections for ethylbenzene shown in (d). Simulation
parameters and details are given in the supplementary material.19

Thus, PIETA is more robust with regards to rf pulse imper-
fections than CPMG in measuring transverse relaxation rates
and J-couplings. Although the echo decay in PIETA is mono-
exponential, it is still vulnerable to pulse imperfections, and
the observed decay arises from both T2 processes and cumu-
lative coherence transfer inefÀFLHQFLHV�

In summary, PIETA can replace CPMG in every instance
with little increase in experiment time, some additional sig-
nal processing steps, and VLJQLÀFDQWOy reduced artifacts. Ad-
ditionally, unlike CPMG, PIETA can be appended to multi-
dimensional NMR experiments with signals phase modulated
from indirect evolution periods. Finally, PIETA opens the
door to greater opportunities for the use of echo train acquisi-
tion in “pseudo-single-scan” 2D NMR spectroscopy. We be-
lieve this new approach will prove useful in numerous appli-
cations such as solution-state NMR of biological molecules,5
solid-state NMR J spectroscopy in non-crystalline solids,23
improved MRI contrast,6 and mobile single-sided type NMR
applications13,24 such as oil-well logging.25

This material is based upon work supported by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. NSF
CHE-1012175.
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I. REVIEW OF PHASE CYCLING AND THE MASTER
EQUATION

In an NMR experiment withM phase cycled excitation
pulses or excitation pulse blocks, the excitation phases
are represented in a vector with M elements,

� = (�1,�2, . . . ,�M

). (1)

The Fourier transform of the excitation phase domain

signal as a function of the M excitation phases yields a
M -dimensional pathway di↵erence domain spectrum

1,

s(�p) =

Z 2⇡

0
d�1

Z 2⇡

0
d�2 · · ·

Z 2⇡

0
d�

M

s(�) ei�p·�
, (2)

where �p is a coherence transfer pathway di↵erence vec-
tor, with M elements,

�p = (�p1,�p2, . . . ,�p

M

), (3)

each given by �p

m

= p

m

� p

m�1. This pathway di↵er-
ence vector can be derived from the coherence transfer
pathway vector, with M + 1 elements,

p = (p0, p1, . . . pM ), (4)

with p0 = 0 and p

M

= �1. The pathway di↵erence do-
main spectrum is a line spectrum. It can be visualized as
an M -dimensional hypermatrix containing the pathway
di↵erence resonance lines for all excited transitions. The
elements of this hypermatrix are indexed by a �p vec-
tor. The range of �p indexes is dependent on the spin
systems within the sample. Generally, a single spin I

will have coherence orders extending over �2I  p  2I.
More generally, N coupled spins will have coherence or-
ders extending over �2L  p  2L, where L =

P
k

I

k

.
Thus, the integer range of �p values is from �4L to
+4L. Assuming the NMR experiment begins with the
system in some form of longitudinal order, such as Zee-
man order, with a coherence order of p0 = 0, then the
integer range of �p1 values is from �2L to +2L. Simi-
larly, if we assume that the NMR experiment ends with

a)http://www.grandinetti.org

perfect quadrature detection of transverse magnetization
with p

M

= �1, then the integer range of �p

M

values is
from �2L�1 to +2L�1. In modern spectrometers with
digital quadrature detection this is a good assumption.
In spectrometers with analog quadrature detection, how-
ever, there can be imperfections which lead to the detec-
tion of transverse magnetization with p

M

= +1. Then,
the integer range of �p

M

values also includes values from
�2L+1 to +2L+1, making the total range �p

M

values
from �2L� 1 to +2L+ 1.
While the phase increments needed to sample the sig-

nal in the � space comes from the Nyquist-Shannon
theorem2, it is only necessary to choose phase increments
that do not alias undesired pathway signals onto the de-
sired pathway signals.
Although the idea of a Fourier transform with re-

spect to pulse phase was first demonstrated1 in the late
1970’s, computer hardware limitations prevented it from
being used as a real time approach in pulsed NMR spec-
troscopy. The most popular “work around” for this prob-
lem has been to cycle the receiver phase according to
a “master equation” to take projections in the � space
which correspond to a (zero dimensional) cross section
containing the desired pathway signal in the�p space3,4.
This approach can be visualized by shifting the de-

sired pathway resonance, �P, to the origin of the M -
dimensional pathway di↵erence spectrum,

s0(�p0) = s(�p��P) (5)

using the Fourier shift theorem,

s(�p��P) $ e

�i�·�P · s(�), (6)

to obtain a transformed excitation phase domain signal,

s0(�0) = e

�i�·�P · s(�). (7)

From the Fourier relationship between excitation phase
and pathway di↵erence domains1, the desired pathway
can be obtained through integration of this transformed
excitation phase domain signal,

s0(0) =

Z 2⇡

0
d�

0
1

Z 2⇡

0
d�

0
2 · · ·

Z 2⇡

0
d�

0
M

s0(�0). (8)

This approach is combined with signal averaging, with
the “master equation” for the receiver phase implement-
ing the Fourier shift,

�rcvr = �� ·�P, (9)



2

as signals are acquired at di↵erent excitation phases to
calculate the integral given by

s0(0) =

Z 2⇡

0
d�1

Z 2⇡

0
d�2 · · ·

Z 2⇡

0
d�

M

⇥
e

i�rcvr · s(�)
⇤
. (10)

The conventional approach for calculating this integral is
to perform “nested” phase cycling. When implemented
on an NMR spectrometer, the integrals are approximated
as summations, and the desired signal is given by

s0(0) =
�1<2⇡X

�1=0

��1

�2<2⇡X

�2=0

��2 · · ·
�M<2⇡X

�M=0

��

M

⇥
e

i�rcvr · s(�)
⇤
.

(11)
To avoid aliasing of undesired pathway di↵erence reso-
nances onto the desired pathway di↵erence resonance, the
��

i

values are typically set to

��

i

=
2⇡

N

i

, (12)

where

N

i

= �p

i,max

��p

i,min

+ 1. (13)

This approach, however, is overkill, since many elements
in the pathway di↵erence hypermatrix will be zero; that
is, some �p resonances have no intensity. Additionally,
there is no need to prevent aliasing among the unde-
sired pathway di↵erence resonances. Thus, with insight
about the pathway di↵erence spectrum the value N

i

can
often be significantly reduced. Cogwheel phase cycling
attempts to find a canonical transformation of � space
down to a single phase, eliminating the need for nested
phase cycling.

The challenge with traditional phase cycling as well as
cogwheel phase cycling approach, however, is what to do
when there are multiple desired pathway signals, �P(j).
Since there is only one receiver phase, a solution to the
simultaneous master equations,

�rcvr = �� ·�P(j)
, (14)

may not exist. There have been some “conjectures”
about possible solutions using cogwheel phase cycling5,
but, in general, no algorithm for finding the canonical
cogwheel transformation and solution exists.

Consider, for example, the experimental 2D PIETA
cross section from a 3D MAS-PIETA spectrum of
87RbNO3 shown in Fig. 2 of the main text. Here, each
echo contains one desired pathway signal, whose value of
�P varies with echo count, n. One can derive the mas-
ter equations for the receiver as a function of echo count,
given by

�rcvr(n) = ��

P

�P (n), (15)

where

�P (n) =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

2

�
n� 1

2

⌫
+ 2 for even n,

�2

�
n� 1

2

⌫
� 2 for odd n,

(16)

where bxc represents the integer part or floor function
of x. While implementation of this echo count depen-
dent receiver phase should be relatively straightforward
on modern NMR spectrometers, unfortunately, for many
working spectrometers this is not possible.
Next consider the experimental 2D PIETA cross sec-

tion in Fig. 3 from a 4D MQ-MAS-PIETA spectrum
of 87RbNO3 obtained with the pulse sequence shown in
Fig. S1. Here, each echo contains two desired pathway
signals, whose values of �P vary with echo count, n,
according to

�P (n) =

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

2

�
n� 1

2

⌫
+ 4 for even n,

2

�
n� 1

2

⌫
� 2 for even n,

�2

�
n� 1

2

⌫
+ 2 for odd n,

�2

�
n� 1

2

⌫
� 4 for odd n.

(17)

While it may be possible to define a single master equa-
tion for the receiver phase as a function of echo count
which aliased the two desired pathway signals together
without undesired pathways, the algorithm for imple-
menting such a scheme on a commercial spectrometer
would be challenging at best, or perhaps even impossi-
ble.
A much simpler, and obvious solution, utilized in

PIETA, is to abandon the “work around” solution of us-
ing the receiver phase to take the projections in � space.
We no longer have the computer hardware limitations of
the 1980’s, and can easily a↵ord to elevate sampling in �
space to the same status as sampling in t space. While
this increases the dimensionality of NMR signals, it adds
no additional time to the length of an experiment al-
ready implemented using conventional or cogwheel phase
cycling.

II. PIETA SIGNAL PROCESSING

Generally, when PIETA is appended to a
N -dimensional NMR experiment, the signal acquired has
N + 2 dimensions, with the additional two dimensions
associated with the excitation phase and the echo count
(n). The N + 2 dimensional signal can be reduced
back to N + 1 dimensions by: (1) applying a Fourier
transform of the signal with respect to the excitation
phase dimension to obtain the signal as a function of the
�p dimension, and (2) extracting cross-sections through
the �p and echo count (n) dimensions using the desired
pathway equations, such as Eq. (16) or (17). This yields
a N+1-dimensional NMR signal that includes an echo
count dimension (n) or an evolution time that is an
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FIG. 1. (A) The MQ-MAS-PIETA pulse sequence. (B) 2D MQ-MAS spectrum of RbNO3 along with cross-sections for the
three sites obtained after processing. This spectrum was obtained by co-adding the 2D MQ-MAS spectrum for the 4 pathways
in Eq. (17) with appropriate weighting to optimize sensitivity.

integer multiple of the spacing between echo maxima. If
the echoes are modulated by J couplings, then a Fourier
transform of the signal along this dimension yields
the J spectrum. If there is no modulation along the
echo count dimension then a sensitivity enhancement
can be obtained by projecting out the dimension after
applying a apodization with a matched filter to optimize
sensitivity6. The resulting signal can then be processed
as one would have without PIETA.

III. SIMULATION OF ETHYLBENZENE IN FIG. 3

The 1H J-couplings in ethylbenzene were determined
in a least-squares analysis of the 1H spectrum of the
phenyl region for ethylbenzene. The spectrum was mod-
eled using a full diagonalization of the 5 spin Hamilto-
nian. The best fit values are given in Table I. The
resulting parameters were then used in SIMPSON7 to
simulate the C6H5 region of the J-resolved PIETA. Our

model ignores any weak long range coupling with the
CH2, which would explain the additional experimental
broadening not seen in the simulation.
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site chem. shift/ppm 1 2 3 4 5
1 -10.6 - 7.75 Hz 1.78 Hz 0.77 Hz 1.47 Hz
2 16.6 - - 7.20 Hz 1.85 Hz 0.77 Hz
3 -14.6 - - - 7.20 Hz 1.77 Hz
4 16.6 - - - - 7.75 Hz
5 -10.6 - - - - -

TABLE I. Chemical shift and J coupling parameters used in the 1H J spectrum simulation of ethylbenzene.


